We are excited to announce the After School Fall Enrichment Classes for School Year 2022-2023.
Classes are to begin the week of September 12.
LEGO Engineering Discovery - iCamp (Age: 3 to 5)

HWIS partners with iCamp. An introductory engineering and building program for children that ignites their natural curiosity and builds their habits of learning. Essential skills such as cooperation and problem-solving are exercised using age-appropriate Lego kits. Students will use these kits to build machines that teach principles like gravity, potential and kinetic energy, buoyancy and density, probability, torque with gear movement, and more. Real world engineering challenges and themes are used to make projects engaging and fun!

Monday 3:45-4:30pm 12 weeks (September 12 – December 12) $720

Mandarin Language (Age: 3 to 5)

We provide engaging and effective language learning for young children using our proven curriculum and teaching practices from our immersion day school. Students learn through themes and interdisciplinary learning.

Wednesday and Thursday 3:35-5:05pm 31 weeks (September 19 – June 7) $4,800
(Pay in full or payment plans available)

Spanish Language (Age: 3 to 5)

We provide engaging and effective language learning for young children using our proven curriculum and teaching practices from our immersion day school. Students learn through themes and interdisciplinary learning.

Wednesday and Thursday 3:35-5:05pm 31 weeks (September 19 – June 7) $4,800
(Pay in full or payment plans available)

Hip-hop Dance – SwanKids (Age: 3 to 5)

HWIS partners with SwanKids. This foundational course focuses on need-to-know grooves before leveling up with intricate choreography. Dive deep into the basics of essential hip-hop techniques like popping, breakin’, and house dance. Students learn how to finesse movement and make the choreography look effortless.

Tuesday 3:45-4:45pm 13 weeks (September 13 – December 6) $720

Music Instruction – Private Piano (Age 3-5)

Students receive 30 minutes weekly one on one instruction in piano. Students are taught how to play their instruments and read music.

Tuesday 4:15-5:55pm 13 weeks (September 13 – December 6) $720
**Soccer - Super Soccer Stars (Age 3-5)**

Students learn soccer fundamentals in a fun, non-competitive, educational environment. Progressive lessons develop soccer skills such as dribbling, shooting and the introduction of passing. Classes include partner activities to promote sharing, listening, respect and cooperation. Physical activities include dynamic exercises like moving with pace, changing directions and lateral agility.

**Wednesday 3:35-4:35pm**  
10 weeks (September 14 – December 14)  
$625

**Art - HWIS (Age 3-5)**

Awaken your child’s imagination and creativity! Students will gain both confidence and an understanding of the visual arts while building painting and drawing skills. Through guided, hands-on art projects, students develop an eye for color, composition and design. While mastering the fundamentals, they also learn lifelong habits regarding technique, material use and art appreciation.

**Wednesday 3:35-4:35pm**  
10 weeks (September 14 – December 14)  
$600

**Group Music -HWIS Teacher (Age: 4 to 6)**

The goal is to introduce young children to the joys of music, so that they can appreciate and enjoy music at an early age. We also use this opportunity to introduce them to various musical instruments. The goal is for them to explore different instruments including piano, (any other instruments?), singing, movements and learning the basics of music (e.g., rhythm, pitch, dynamics, etc).

**Wednesday 3:35-4:35pm**  
10 weeks (September 14 – December 14)  
$660

**Tennis – Tennis Innovators (Age: 3 to 5)**

HWIS teams up with Tennis Innovators which uses innovative drills and tools to ensure skills progress and a love for the sport. They introduce and develop players’ coordination, mobility, and swing patterns using nets, balls, and racquets tailored to a child’s size.

**Thursday 3:35-4:35pm**  
12 weeks (September 15 – December 8)  
$625

**Cooking & Baking – HWIS Teacher (Age: 3-5)**

Students will explore the dynamic spectrum of the food cycle through interactive cooking and baking. This class will build on teaching students essential kitchen skills, safety, culinary techniques, food experimentation while tasting a wide variety of foods along the way.

**Friday 3:35-4:35PM**  
11 weeks (September 16 – December 16)  
$675
Elementary Offerings (Grades K-5)

**Chess**

HWIS partners with Growing Mind Chess Academy. They are a progressive chess instruction company that incorporates the latest in modern educational theory with tried-and-true approaches to scholastic chess learning.

- Monday 3:35-4:35pm 12 weeks (September 12 – December 12 ) $600

**Moveable Machines**

HWIS partners with iCamp. Students will learn about the fundamental principles of motion and energy by creating their own machines! Through fun explorations and projects, students will be able to identify and create the parts of different simple and compound machines. They will be challenged to create machines that generate power and motion with no electricity and will hone their engineering skills by testing and remodeling their creations. Students will come out of class excited to continue engineering and creating!

- Monday 3:35-4:35pm 12 weeks (September 12 – December 12 ) $800

**Mandarin Language**

We provide engaging and effective language learning for young children using our proven curriculum and teaching practices from our immersion day school. Students learn through themes and interdisciplinary learning. Students are grouped by age and language level for optimal learning. Materials cost $800/year, including calligraphy, art appreciation and field trips.

**Beginner and Intermediate:**

- Tuesday & Thursday 3:35-5:05pm 34 weeks (September 12 – December 12 ) $4,800

(Payment plans available)

**Spanish Language**

We provide engaging and effective language learning for young children using our proven curriculum and teaching practices from our immersion day school. Students learn through themes and interdisciplinary learning. Students are grouped by age and language level for optimal learning. Materials cost $800/year, including field trips and special events.

**Beginner and Intermediate:**

- Tuesday & Thursday 3:35-5:05pm 34 weeks (September 12 – December 12 ) $4,800

(Payment plans available)
**Chinese Folk Dance**

Children will learn Chinese dance, with its vivid whirling ribbons, elaborate stylized movements, ethnically diverse costumes, and stories of China’s past and its peoples, offers a tantalizing glimpse into a complex and ancient culture.

**Wednesday**  
3:35-4:35pm  
10 weeks (September 14 – December 14)  
$600

**Architecture & Design for Kids**

This unique class is for those who want to build on a grand scale. Mega tall balloon towers and wooden frame skyscrapers up to the ceiling, bridges and pyramids are among the structures students are going to erect in this class. Besides the largest team projects in the afterschool world, young architects will work individually to build a treehouse, design a floor plan, engineer domino chain reactions, create 3D scale models of famous buildings out of clay and wooden planks, etc. The graduates of the class will learn exciting terms and concepts such as classical Vitruvian principles, light & shadow, positive & negative space, texture, composition, visual & spatial thinking, balance, scale and much more.

**Thursday**  
3:35-4:35pm  
12 weeks (September 15 – December 8)  
$660

**Tennis Innovators**

HWIS teams up with Tennis Innovators which uses innovative drills and tools to ensure skills progress and a love for the sport. They Introduce and develop players’ coordination, mobility, and swing patterns using nets, balls, and racquets tailored to a child’s age and size. Children will use the John Jay College rooftop Tennis courts located on 899 10th Avenue.

**Thursday**  
3:35-4:35pm  
12 weeks (September 15 – December 8)  
$840

**Music Instruction – Private Piano**

Students receive 30 minutes weekly one on one instruction in piano, clarinet, or xylophone. Students are taught how to play their instruments and read music.

**Thursday**  
3:35-5:35pm  
12 weeks (September 15 – December 8)  
$720

**Friday**  
3:35-5:35pm  
11 weeks (September 16 – December 16)  
$720

**STEAM Skill Building: Inclusive Design Thinking & Doing**

HWIS teams up with STEAM NYC to provide the Inclusive Design class that will enable students to use engineering and creative technology concepts to understand the approach of designing or engineering within the classroom.

**Friday**  
3:35-4:35pm  
11 weeks (September 16 – December 16)  
$720
Middle School After School Enrichment Classes (Ages 10+)

Chess

HWIS partners with Growing Mind Chess Academy. They are a progressive chess instruction company that incorporates the latest in modern educational theory with tried-and-true approaches to scholastic chess learning.

Growing Minds

Wednesday 3:35-4:45pm 12 weeks (September 14 – December 14) $600